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Abstract—Temporal graphs represent relationships and interactions among entities over time, such as those occurring among
users in social, transaction, and telecommunication networks.
The analysis of their temporal structure help us understand,
and predict the behavior of their entities. A typical analysis
task in graph networks is the finding of all appearances of
an input graph pattern query. Such appearances are called
matches. In this paper, we are interested in finding all matches
of an interaction pattern query within temporal graphs. To
this end, we propose a hybrid approach that achieves effective
filtering of potential matches based both on structure and time.
Our approach exploits a graph representation where edges are
ordered by time. We present experiments with real datasets that
illustrate the efficiency of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we focus on graphs whose edges model
interactions between entities over time. We refer to such
networks as temporal graphs. In such graphs, each edge is
timestamped with the time when the corresponding interaction
took place. For example, networks of communication via text
messages, or phone calls, can be represented as a sequence of
timetamped edges, one for each instantaneous contact between
two people. Other examples include biological, social and
financial transaction networks. We are interested in finding
patterns of interaction within such graphs. Specifically, we
assume that we are given as input a graph pattern query P
whose edges are ordered and this order specifies the desired
order of appearance of the corresponding interactions. We
want to find all matches of P in a temporal graph G, that
is, the subgraphs of G that match P structurally, and whose
edges respect the specified time order. We also ask that all
interactions in the matching subgraph appear within a given
time interval δ. An example interaction pattern P and temporal
graph G are shown in Fig. 1.
Locating patterns of interactions in temporal graphs finds
many applications. Take for example communication and
transportation networks, where links between nodes and hubs
are only established temporarily. Routing policies of computer
networks may decide differently at various time points on
how to create links between network nodes for data transmission. Transportation networks with delivery vehicles link
hubs differently according to current demand. A temporal
pattern analysis of the interaction graph can help in mining
information from the graph’s history which will help us understand, predict and optimize the behavior of those networks.
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Fig. 1: Temporal graph G and graph pattern P . For clarity,
multiple edges between nodes in G are shown as a single
edge with multiple timestamps.

Another example, is the collaboration networks, in which it
might be interesting to detect in which order a group of
researchers formed a network, which researchers only have
short-term collaborations and which have sustainable collaborations. Finding interaction patterns are also useful in the case
of temporal graphs modeling a network of patients where we
are trying to detect a disease contagion by identifying patterns
of interactions between patients in a short period of time.
The straightforward approach to locating interaction patterns
is to use a state-of-the-art graph pattern algorithm and find the
matches in the static graph induced from temporal graph, if we
ignore timestamps and multiple edges. Then, for each match
we need to find all time-ordered matches. However, even an
efficient implementation of this approach incurs large computational costs, since many redundant matches will be generated
that do not follow the required temporal order. To this end,
we propose an efficient algorithm which uses an edge-based
representation of the graph where edges are ordered based on
time. This representation allows fast pruning of the candidate
matches that do not meet the temporal constraints. We then
extent this representation to achieve combined structural and
temporal pruning. Our experiments on four real datasets show
the efficiency of our approach.
Related Work: There has been recent interest in processing
and mining temporal graphs, including among others discovering communities [14], computing measures such as density [1],
[12], PageRank [3], [9], and shortest path distances [4], [10],
[13]. There have also been previous work on locating temporal
motifs and subgraphs [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [11], [15]. The work

in [11] introduces the problem of finding the most durable
matches of an input graph pattern query, that is, the matches
that exist for the longest period of time in an evolving graph.
An algorithm for finding temporal subgraphs is provided in
[5], with the restriction that edges in the motif must represent
consecutive events for the node. Temporal cycles are studied
in [6] and a heuristic approach for computing an estimation of
the numbers of temporal motifs is studied in [2]. The authors
of [8] consider a query graph with non time-stamped edges and
define as temporal match a subgraph such that all its incoming
edges occur before its outgoing edges.
Most closely related to ours is the work in [7], and [15].
The authors of [15] index basic graph structures in the static
graph so as to find a candidate set of isomorphic subgraphs
quickly at query time, and then verify for each candidate
match whether the time conditions hold. The authors of [7]
use as similar to ours time ordered representation of the
temporal graph but they locate the temporal graphs by a
static subgraph matching algorithm and then use a separate
algorithm to find all temporal subgraph matches. In summary,
these works enumerate matches of a pattern graph using a
two phase approach: they first perform structural matching and
then they filter the results that do not meet the time conditions.
Our work proposes a combined structural-temporal matching
approach.
II. P ROBLEM DEFINITION
A temporal graph G(V, E) is a directed graph where V is
a set of nodes, E is a set of temporal edges (u, v, t) where u
and v are nodes in V , and t is a timestamp in R. There may
be multiple temporal edges between a pair of nodes capturing
interactions appearing at different time instants. An example
is shown in Fig. 1.
We use Π(u, v) to denote the set of edges from u to v,
π(u, v) the number of such edges, and time(e) the timestamp
of temporal edge e. For example in Fig. 1, the nodes u1 , u5 are
connected through three edges, e.g, Π(u1 , u5 ) = {e1 , e2 , e3 }
with time(ei ) = 6, time(e2 ) = 9, and time(e3 ) = 14.
The same timestamp may appear more than once modeling
simultaneous interactions. Thus, timestamps impose a partial
order ≺T on temporal edges. For a pair of temporal edges, ei
and ej in E, ei ≺T ej , if time(ei ) < time(ej ) and ei =T ej ,
if time(ei ) = time(ej ).
We define the start time, start time(G), and end time,
end time(G), of a temporal graph G as the smallest and
largest timestamp appearing in any of the temporal edges in
E. We also define the duration, dur(G) of a temporal graph
as end time(G) - start time(G) + 1.
We are interested in finding patterns of interactions in a
temporal graph that appear within a time period of δ time
units. A δ-interaction graph pattern P is a temporal graph
with dur(P ) ≤ δ.
Definition 1: [Interaction Graph Pattern Matching] Given a
temporal graph G(V, E), a time window δ and a δ-interaction
graph pattern P = G(VP , EP ), a subgraph M = G(VM , EM )
of G is a match of P , such that the following conditions hold:

Algorithm 1 InteractionSearch(LG , LP , δ)
Require: List of temporal graph edges LG , list of graph pattern
edges LP , time window δ
Ensure: Interaction matches m
1: S ← ∅
. stack with candidate matches
2: M ← ∅
. interaction matches
3: sT ← δ
. remaining time
4: M oreM atches ← T rue; i ← 1
5: while (M oreM atches) do
6:
eG ← M ATCHING E DGE(eP
i , sT )
7:
if eG 6= null then
8:
P ush(eG , S)
9:
if i = |EP | then
. a compete match is found
10:
M ← M ∪ Content(S)
11:
P op(S)
12:
else
13:
sT ← sT − time(eG )
14:
i←i+1
15:
else
. no match found
16:
if i = 1 then
17:
M oreM atches ← F alse
18:
else
19:
P op(S)
20:
i←i−1

1) (subgraph isomorphism) There exists a bijection f :
VP → VM such that, there is a one-to-one mapping
between the edges in EP and EM , such that. for each
edge (u, v, t) in EP , there is exactly one edge (f (u),
f (v), t0 ) in EM ,
2) (temporal order preservation) For each pair of edges e1
and e2 in EP mapped to edges e01 and e02 in EM , it
holds e1 ≺T e2 ⇒ e01 ≺T e02 and e1 =T e2 ⇒ e01 =T e02 .
3) (within δ) dur(M ) ≤ δ.
For example, in Fig. 1, the subgraph G0 induced by
{u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 } is a match of P with dur(G0 ) = 12.
III. A LGORITHMS
We call static graph the directed graph GS (V, ES ) induced
from temporal graph G(V, E), if we ignore timestamps and
multiple edges, i.e., (u, v) is an edge in ES , if and only if,
there is a temporal edge (u, v, t) in E.
A straightforward approach is to apply a graph pattern
matching algorithm on the static graph GS and then for each
match find all time-ordered matches. However, it is easy to
see that for a match MS in GS , the number of candidate
Q|EM |
S
time-ordered matches can be up to i=1 S π(eM
i ), for each
ei ∈ MS . In the following, we introduce an alternative
approach.
A. Interaction Graph Pattern Matching
Our graph pattern matching algorithm identifies the interaction pattern matches by traversing a representation of the
graph G where temporal edges are ordered based on ≺T .
Let LG be this representation, that is, the list of graph edges
of G ordered by ≺T . We also order by ≺T the edges in the
P
graph pattern, let LP = eP
1 , . . . e|EP | be the resulting list. We
search for the matches of each graph pattern edge following

the order specified in the input pattern. The algorithm matches
the edges in the graph pattern edge-by-edge in a depthfirst manner until all edges are mapped and a full matching
subgraph is found. The basic steps are outlined in Algorithm
1. We use a stack S to maintain the graph edges that have
been mapped to graph pattern edges so far. Index i denotes the
edge in the graph pattern to be mapped next. M ATCHING E DGE
performs two types of pruning:
(1) temporal pruning: matched edges must (a) follow the
time-order and (b) be within δ.
(2) structural pruning: the matched graph must be isomorphic to the pattern subgraph.
When a graph edge is mapped to a pattern edge we verify if
it is the last edge to complete the pattern (Lines 9–11). If this
is the case, we store the matching graph (Line 10) in matches
set M , and we remove the last matched edge in order to locate
a new edge that could also lead to a new match. Otherwise,
we increase the index by one to look for matches of the next
pattern edge, and compute the remaining δ, that is, the time in
which the next edge to mapped should be active (Lines 13–
14). If there is not any graph edge that can be mapped to the
current pattern edge, the algorithm backtracks by removing
the last matched edge and reducing the index in order start
looking for a new edge that could result to a full match (Lines
18–20). Note that if no graph edge can be mapped to the
first pattern edge , we stop the algorithm (Lines 16–17) since
no other matches can be found. Next, we describe a simple
variation of M ATCHING E DGE termed S IMPLE ME and then a
more efficient one termed I NDEX ME.
Simple Temporal-Structural filtering. S IMPLE ME shown in
Algorithm 2 scans the graph edges in LG linearly. The key
idea is that when we have matched the i-th pattern edge with
a graph edge at position j, to match the next i + 1-th pattern
edge, we need to look only at positions in LG larger than j.
As we build the match, we maintain the mapping F of pattern
edges to graph edges. We use F (u) to denote the graph node
that pattern node u was mapped to. If u is not yet mapped,
F (u) is null.
Let iG denote the last position in LG where a graph edge
has been mapped to a graph pattern edge. In S IMPLE ME, we
just go through the edges of the graph starting just after the
position of the previously matched edge (position iG + 1). For
each edge, we check whether the edge satisfies the temporal
and graph isomorphism conditions. The maximum number of
edges to be checked is equal to the number of edges ei for
which time(ei ) ≤ rT + time(eG
i ). For example, if rT = 5
and the time of the last mapped edge is 4 then only the edges
ei with time(ei ) ≤ 9 should be checked. The computational
complexity is expected to be O(∆|EP |−1 |E|), where ∆ is the
number of edges that are within the time window δ and need
to be visited for each pattern edge in EP .
Indexed temporal-structural filtering. To reduce the algorithms’ complexity, I NDEX ME uses information about the
ingoing and outgoing edges of each node to avoid the linear scanning of the graph. Two structures are used: (a) an

Algorithm 2 SimpleME((uP , v P ), rT )
Require: Graph pattern edge (uP , v P ) to be mapped, remaining time
rT , mapping F of pattern nodes to graph nodes, position in the
graph of the previously matched edge iG
Ensure: Graph edge (uG , v G ) matching pattern edge (uP , v P )
1: for (i = iG + 1 to max) do
2:
(uG , v G ) = LG [i]
3:
if (time(uG , v G ) ≤ rT ) then
4:
if (F (uP ) = F (uP ) = null) or (F (uP ) = null and

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

F (v P ) = v G ) or (F (v P ) = null and F (uP ) = uG ) or
(F (uP ) = uG and F (v P ) = v G ) then
iG = i
. matching edge found
Update map F
return ((uG , v G ))
else
i←i+1
return (null)
. no matching edge found

Algorithm 3 IndexME((uP , v P ), rT )
Require: Pattern edge (uP , v P ) to be mapped, remaining time rT ,
mapping F of pattern nodes to graph nodes, position in the graph
of the previously matched edge iG , list Lin and Lout
Ensure: Graph edge (uG , v G ) matching pattern edge (uP , v P )
1: if F (uP ) = null and F (v P ) = null then
2:
for (i = iG + 1 to max) do
3:
(uG , v G ) = LG [iG ]
4:
if (time(uG , v G ) ≤ rT ) then
5:
iG = i
. matching edge found
6:
Update F (uP ), Fedge (uP ), F (v P ), Fedge (v P )
7:
return ((uG , v G ))
8:
else i ← i + 1
9:
return (null)
. no matching edge found
10: else if F (uP ) 6= null and F (v P ) 6= null then
11:
j ← max{Fedge (uP ), Fedge (v P )}
12:
for (i = j to max) do
13:
if j = Fedge (uP ) then
14:
search the out-neighbors of Ns (LG [j] to find F (v P )
15:
else search the in-neighbors of Nt (LG [j] to find F (uP )
16:
Let m be the edge found
17:
if (time(m) ≤ rT ) then
18:
iG = m
. matching edge found
19:
Update Fedge (uP ), Fedge (v P )
20:
return ((m))
21:
else i ← i + 1
22:
return (null)
. no matching edge found
23: else if F (uP ) 6= null then
24:
search as above using next out Ns (LG [j])
25: else i search as above using next in Nt (LG [j])

additional mapping structure Fedge , and (b) an extension of
the graph structure LG with neighborhood information.
Specifically, in addition to the mapping table F , we maintain
a mapping table Fedge . Assume that pattern node uP during
the course of the algorithm is mapped to graph node uG . We
maintain the matching graph edge uG in F (uP ), and also in
Fedge (uP ) the most recently matched graph edge for which
uG was either a source node or a target node. Note that this
edge is also the most recent edge. All graph edges that will
match the remaining pattern edges must appear later in time

IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We use the following real datasets [7]: (1) Email-EU
contains emails between members of a European research
institution; an edge indicates an email send from a person
u to a person v at time t. (2) FBWall records the wall posts
between users on Facebook located in the New Orleans region;
each edge indicates the post of a user u to a user v at a
time t. (3) Bitcoin refers to the decentralized digital currency
and payment system. It consists of all payments made up to
October 19, 2014; an edge records the transfer of a bitcoin
from address u to address v at a time t. (4) Superuser
records the interactions on the stack exchange web site Super
User; edges indicate the users’ answers/comments/replies to
comments. The characteristics of the datasets are summarized
in Table I.
TABLE I: Dataset characteristics
Dataset
Email-EU
FBWall
Bitcoin
Superuser

# Nodes
986
46,952
1,704
194,085

# Static Edges
24,929
274,086
4,845
924,886

Edges
332,334
876,993
5,121,024
1,443,339

# Time (days)
803
1,506
1,089
2,645

Results: We first compare our algorithm, termed IP M , with
the competitive approach followed in [7], [8] which first
generates the candidate subgraphs that match the topology
of the pattern and then filters the results that do not follow
the specified temporal order. The generation of candidate
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than this edge.
We also extend LG . For each edge eG = (uG , v G ) in LG ,
we maintain in Ns (uG , e) the next in time edge with source
node uG , in Nt (uG , e) the next in time edge with target node
uG and similarly Ns (v G , e) and Nt (v G , e) for node v G . We
can retrieve all in and out neighbors of a node ordered by time
by simply following these lists. For example, to find the outneighbors of node u, we start by the first edge, say e, where
u appears, retrieve Ns (u, e), then Ns (u, Ns (u, e)) and so on.
We will use the notation nextin (u) (nextout (u)) to denote
getting the next in-neighbor (resp. out-neighbor) of u. Note,
that each edge is represented by its position in the LG graph.
Let us now describe the I NDEX ME algorithm (shown in
Algorithm 3) in detail. The algorithm first checks whether any
of the pattern edge endpoints has already been mapped. If
none of them has already been matched, then (Lines 2–9), it
searches for any match satisfying the time constraints (Line
4). Otherwise, if both endpoints have been matched (Lines
10–22), we get one of the endpoints, let this be node u and
depending on whether it is a source or a target node, either the
nextout (u) or nextin (u) is used to find the edges containing
the other endpoint (Lines 13–15). Next, if the mapped edge is
active within the remaining time window the algorithm updates
the matched edge index structure and returns the edge (Lines
17–20). In case just one of the two endpoints is matched, say
u, we follow the same steps for missing endpoint v by looking
into the in-neighbor (resp. out-neighbor) lists of u (Lines 23–
25).
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Fig. 2: Query time for random queries for various query sizes
and time windows.

subgraphs is done edge by edge and only the matches active
within the δ time window are retained. As our default pattern
queries, we use two type of queries: (a) path queries, and (b)
random graph pattern queries. Path pattern queries represented
as a sequence of edges with consequent timestamps. Random
graph pattern queries are generated as follows. For a random
query of size n, we select a node randomly from the graph and
starting from this node, we perform a DFS traversal until the
required number n of nodes is visited. We use as our pattern,
the graph created by the union of visited nodes and traveled
edges. We set the ordering of edges using the topological
ordering of the graph. We report the average performance of
100 random queries for each size n.
Table II reports the results a) for various δ (for δ = 1 up
to 12 hours) and path length = 6, and b) for various path
lengths (from 2 up to 10) and δ = 1 hour. As shown, the
Competitor’s response time increases with δ, while IP M
is considerably faster in all datasets. This is because the
Competitor tends to generate many redundant matches which
do not follow the required temporal order. This is more
prominent when we increase the query duration δ. Also,
there are cases where a found match m contains edges with
multiple timestamps and thus the algorithm must generate a
large number of temporal matches. This is the case especially
with the Bitcoin and the Email-EU datasets, where there are
multiple timestamped edges per static edge. Regarding the path
length, the Competitor’s response time is increasing with the
path length while, again, IP M is considerably faster and not
affected much by the query size. IP M takes advantage of
the indexes and verifies for each edge with a few lookups
whether there is any other valid edge within the remaining
time window. Similar results hold for random queries.
Fig. 2 reports the performance of our algorithm for random
queries of different graph sizes Qn (from n = 2 up to n = 10
nodes) and different time windows for our two large datasets.
All small queries are processed very fast because the algorithm
requires only a few lookups to identify adjacent nodes within
the given time window. Moreover, even for largest queries
and longest timer windows where larger lookups are required,
our algorithm only takes ∼2 and ∼10 minutes to process the
query in Bitcoin and Superuser respectively. The performance

TABLE II: Execution time (sec) of IP M and Competitor for varying time window δ and path lengths.
Email-EU

FBWall

Bitcoin

Superuser

δ (hours)

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

δ=1

1.45

21

3.72

42

1.48

15.7

4.07

45

δ=3

1.56

49

3.85

65

4.24

135

4.92

66

δ=6

1.86

115

3.92

105

15.7

> 0.5h

4.94

101

δ=9

2.85

171

4.17

132

48.8

> 0.5h

5.3

127

δ = 12

3.41

190

4.65

152

113

> 0.5h

5.5

160

Path length

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

IPM

Comp

l=2

0.05

0.3

3.4

10

1

6.5

3.35

15

l=4

0.9

1.05

3.5

28

1.1

10

3.8

18

l=6

1.45

21

3.72

42

1.48

15.7

4.07

45

l=8

1.9

103

4

80

1.63

28

4.93

110

l = 10

2.2

115

4.28

85

1.72

36

5.53

121

difference in Superuser dataset is expected since it consists of a
much larger number of edges and time instants than Bitcoin. In
general, the increase of the time window affects the algorithm
performance since for larger time windows, the algorithm has
to visit more graph edges to check for a match with the edges
in the pattern graph.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of locating matches of
patterns of interactions in temporal graphs that appear within
a specified time period. We presented an efficient algorithm
based on a representation of graph where edges are ordered
based on their interaction time. Our experimental evaluation
with real datasets demonstrated the efficiency of our algorithm
in finding time-ordered matches. In the future, we plan to study
the partial ordering version of the problem that is, repetition
of timestamps in the query pattern, which may be interpreted
as (a) requiring that the matching graph edges have equal
timestamps, or, (b) indifference, no specific order between
them. We also intend to investigate the streaming version of the
problem where given a stream of graph updates we locate the
interaction patterns occurring within a sliding time window.
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